A Resolution to Approve the General Assembly CABS Committee Charter

Daniel Marchese (for himself and Andrew Jackson) introduced the following resolution to the Undergraduate Student Government Steering Committee where it passed.

Steering Vote: Aye: 6  Nay: 0  Present: 6

Whereas the Undergraduate Student Government represents all undergraduate students at The Ohio State University, and

Whereas the bylaws provide for the creation of ad-hoc General Assembly Committees via charter in Article II Section G.1, and

Whereas issues and topics arise that are better served by a specifically-focused committee than by the existing committee structure, and

Whereas one such topic is the 2015-2016 CABS bus system with specific focus on overcrowding and route effectiveness, and

Whereas it has been proposed that the General Assembly form a committee to specifically address these concerns;

Therefore, Let It Be Resolved that the General Assembly approves of the CABS Committee Charter, and

Let It Further Be Resolved that the CABS committee shall be expected to report its findings to the General Assembly by the end of Autumn 2015 semester.

Floor Vote: Aye: 48  Nay: 0  Present: 48
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President

Abby Waidelich
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Date Adopted: September 2, 2015

Date Terminated: _______________